Abstract

Video summarization aims to generate a concise representation of a video, capturing its essential content and key moments while reducing its overall length. Although several methods employ attention mechanisms to handle long-term dependencies, they often fail to capture the visual significance inherent in frames. To address this limitation, we propose a CNN-based Spatiotemporal Attention (CSTA) method that stacks each feature of frames from a single video to form image-like frame representations and applies 2D CNN to these frame features. Our methodology relies on CNN to comprehend the inter and intra-frame relations and to find crucial attributes in videos by exploiting its ability to learn absolute positions within images. In contrast to previous work compromising efficiency by designing additional modules to focus on spatial importance, CSTA requires minimal computational overhead as it uses CNN as a sliding window. Extensive experiments on two benchmark datasets (SumMe and TVSum) demonstrate that our proposed approach achieves state-of-the-art performance with fewer MACs compared to previous methods. Codes are available at https://github.com/thswodnjs3/CSTA.

1. Introduction

The rise of social media platforms has resulted in a tremendous surge in daily video data production. Due to the high volume, diversity, or redundancy, it is time-consuming and equally difficult to retrieve the desired content or edit multiple videos. Video summarization is a powerful time-saving technique to condense long videos by retaining the most relevant information, making it easier for users to quickly grasp the main points of the video without having to watch the entire footage.

One of the challenges that occur during video summarization is the long-term dependency problem, where the initial information is often lost due to large data intervals [18, 26, 43, 44]. The decay of initial data prevents deep learning models from capturing the relation between frames essential for determining key moments in videos. Attention [38], in which entire frames are reflected through pairwise operations, has gained popularity as a widely adopted technique for solving this problem [1, 7, 15, 17, 46]. Attention-based models distinguish important parts from unimportant ones by determining the mutual reliance between frames. However, attention cannot consider spatial contexts within images [15, 27, 39, 43, 48]. For instance, current attention calculates temporal attention based on correlations of visual attributes from other frames (See Figure 1a), but the importance of visual elements within the frame remains unequal to the temporal significance. Including spatial dependency leads to different weighted values of features, causing changes in temporal importance. Therefore, attention can be calculated more precisely by including visual associations, as shown in Figure 1b.

Prior studies mixed spatial importance and performed better than solely relying on sequential connections [15, 27, 39, 43, 48]. Nevertheless, acquiring spatial and temporal importance requires the design of additional modules and, thus, incurs excessive costs. Some studies used additional structures to embrace visual relativities in individual frames, such as self-attention [15, 39], multi-head attention [43], and graph convolutional neural networks [48]. Processing too many frames of lengthy videos to capture the temporal and visual importance can be expensive. Thus,
obtaining both inter and intra-frame relationships with few computation resources becomes a non-trivial problem.

This paper introduces CNN-based SpatioTemporal Attention (CSTA) to simultaneously capture the visual and ordering reliance in video frames, as shown in Figure 2. CSTA works as follows: Firstly, it extracts features of frames from a video and then concatenates them. Secondly, it treats the assembled frame representations as an image and applies a 2D convolutional neural network (CNN) model to them for producing attention maps. Finally, it combines the attention maps with frame features to predict the importance scores of frames. CSTA derives spatial and temporal relationships in the same manner as CNN derives patterns from images, as shown in Figure 1c. Further, it searches for vital components in frame representations with the capacity of a CNN to infer absolute positions from images [16, 21]. Unlike previous methods, CSTA is efficient as a one-way spatiotemporal processing algorithm because it uses a CNN as a sliding window.

We test the efficacy of CSTA on two benchmark datasets - SumMe [12] and TVSum [34]. Our experiment validates that a CNN produces attention maps from frame features. Further, CSTA needs fewer multiply-accumulate operations (MACs) than previous methods for considering the visual and sequential dependency. Our contributions are summarized below:

• To the best of our knowledge, the proposed model appears to be the first to apply 2D CNN to frame representations in video summarization.
• The CSTA design reflects spatial and temporal associations in videos without requiring considerable computational resources.
• CSTA demonstrates state-of-the-art based on the overall results of two benchmark datasets, SumMe and TVSum.

2. Related Work

2.1. Attention-based Video Summarization

Many video summarization models use attention to deduce the correct relations between frames and find crucial frames in videos. A-AVS and M-AVS [17] are encoder-decoder structures in which attention is used to find essential frames. VASNet [7] is based on plain self-attention for better efficiency than encoder-decoder-based ones. SUM-GDA [26] also employs attention for efficiency and supplements diversity into the attention mechanism for generated summaries. CA-SUM [2] further enhances SUM-GDA by introducing uniqueness into the attention algorithm in unsupervised ways. Attention in DSNet [47] helps predict scores and precise localization of shots in videos. PGL-SUM [1] has a mechanism to alleviate long-term dependency problems by discovering local and global relationships by applying multi-head attention to segments and the entire video. GL-RPE [20] approaches similarly in unsupervised ways by local and global sampling in addition to relative position and attention. VJMHT [24] uses transformers and improves summarization by learning similarities between analogous videos. CLIP-It [29] also relies on the transformers to predict scores by cross-attention between frames and captions of the video. Attention helps models recognize the relations between frames, however, it does not focus on visual rela-
tions.

Visual relevance is vital to understanding video content as it influences the expression of temporal dependency. Some studies have proposed additional networks to find frame-wise visual relationships [15, 27, 39, 43]. The models process the temporal dependency and exploit self-attention or multi-head attention for visual relations of every frame. RR-STG [48] uses graph CNNs to draw spatial associations using graphs. RR-STG creates graphs based on elements from object detection models [32] to capture the spatial relevance. These methods offer increased performance but incur a high computational cost owing to the separate module handling many frames. This paper adopts CNN as a one-way mechanism for more efficient reflection of the spatiotemporal importance of multiple frames in long videos.

2.2. CNN for Efficiency and Absolute Positions

CNN is usually employed to resolve computation problems in attention. CvT [40] uses CNN for token embedding and projection in vision transformers (ViT) [6] and requires a few FLOPs. CetT [41] uses both CNN and transformers and shows better results with fewer parameters and FLOPs. CmT [11] applies depth-wise convolutional operations to obtain a better trade-off between accuracy and efficiency for ViT. We exploit CNN to enhance the efficiency of dealing with multiple frames in video summarization.

CNN can be used for attention by learning absolute positions from images. Islam et al. [16] proved that features extracted using a CNN contain position signals. They attributed it to padding, and Kayhan and Germert [21] verified the same under various paddings. CPVT [4] uses this ability to reflect the position information of tokens and to tackle problems in previous positional encodings for ViT. Based on this behavior of CNNs, our proposed method is designed to seek only the necessary elements for video summarization from frame representations by considering frame features as images.

3. Method

3.1. Overview

This study approaches video summarization as a subset selection problem. We show the proposed CSTA framework in Figure 3. During the Embedding Process, the model converts the frames into feature representations. The Prediction Process involves using these representations to predict importance scores. In the Prediction Process, the Attention Module generates attention for videos, and the Mixing Module fuses this attention with input frame features. Finally, the CSTA predicts every frame’s importance score, representing the probability of whether the frame should be included in the summary videos. The model is trained by comparing estimated scores and human-annotated scores. During inference, it selects frames based on the knapsack algorithm and creates summary videos using them.

3.2. Embedding Process

CSTA converts frames to features for input into the model, as depicted in the Embedding Process (Figure 3). Let the frames be $X = \{x_i\}_{i=1}^{T}$ when there are $T$ frames in a video, with $H$ as the height and $W$ as the width. Following [7, 9, 25, 39, 42, 47] for a fair comparison, the frozen pre-trained CNN model (GoogleNet [35]) modifies $X \in \mathbb{R}^{T \times 3 \times H \times W}$ into $X' \in \mathbb{R}^{T \times D}$ where $D$ is the dimension of frame features.

To fully utilize the CNN, we replicate the frame representations to match the number of channels (i.e., three). A CNN is usually trained using RGB images [14, 33, 35, 36]; therefore, pre-trained models are well-optimized on images with three channels. Additionally, we concatenate the classification token (CLS token) [6, 15] into frame features:

$$X'' = Concat_{axis=0}(X', X', X')$$

(1)

$$E = Concat_{axis=1}(X_{CLS}, X'')$$

(2)

where $X'' \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times T \times D}$ and $X_{CLS} \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 1 \times D}$ are the appended feature and the CLS token, respectively. $E \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times (T+1) \times D}$ is the embedded feature. $Concat_{axis=0}$ and $Concat_{axis=1}$ concatenate features in the channel axis and $T$ axis, respectively. Motivated by STVT [15], we append the CLS token with input frame features. The CLS token is the learnable parameters fed into the models with inputs and trained with models jointly. STVT obtains correlations of frames using the CLS token and aggregates the CLS token with input frames to capture global contexts. We follow the same method in prepending and combining the CLS token with frame features. The fusing process is completed later in the Mixing Module.

3.3. Prediction Process

CSTA calculates importance scores for $T$ frames, as shown in the Prediction Process (Figure 3). The classifier assigns scores to frames after the Attention Module and Mixing Module. The Attention Module makes attention maps from $E$, and the Mixing Module aggregates this attention with $E$. A detailed explanation is given in Algorithm 1.

We generate the key and value from $E$ by using two linear layers based on the original attention [38]. The metrics $W^K \in \mathbb{R}^{D \times D}$ and $W^V \in \mathbb{R}^{D \times D}$ are weights of linear layers projecting $E$ into the key and value (Line 2-Line 3). Unlike $E^K$. CSTA uses a single channel of frame features in $E$ to produce features by value embedding (Line 3) because we only need one $X'$ except for duplicated ones, which are simply used for reproducing image-like features. We select the first index as a representative, which is $E[\theta] \in \mathbb{R}^{(T+1) \times D}$. 
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Algorithm 1: Prediction Process

input: $E \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times (T+1) \times D}$
output: $S \in \mathbb{R}^{T}$

1 begin
2 $E^K = W^K E$
3 $E^V = W^V E[0]$
4 $P = \text{Attention Module}(E^K)$  Section 3.4
5 $P_{pos} = P + \text{Positional Encoding}$
6 $M = \text{Mixing Module}(P_{pos}, E^V)$  Section 3.5
7 $S = \text{Classifier}(M)$
8 return $S$
9 end

The Attention Module processes spatiotemporal characteristics and focuses on critical attributes in $E^K$ (Line 5). We add positional encodings to $P$ to strengthen the absolute position awareness further (Line 6). Unlike the prevalent way of adding positional encoding into inputs [6, 38], this study adds positional encoding into the attention maps based on [1]. This is because adding positional encodings into input features distorts images so that models can recognize this distortion as different images. Moreover, models cannot fully recognize these absolute position encodings in images during training owing to a lack of data. Therefore, CSTA makes $P_{pos}$ by attaching positional encodings to attentive features $P$.

The Mixing Module inputs $P_{pos}$ and $E^V$ and produces mixed features $M \in \mathbb{R}^{(T+1) \times D}$ (Line 7). The classifier predicts importance scores vectors $S \in \mathbb{R}^{T}$ from $M$ (Line 8).

3.4. Attention Module

The Attention Module (Figure 3) produces attention maps by utilizing a trainable CNN (GoogleNet [35]) handling frame features $E^K$. The CNN captures the spatiotemporal dependency using kernels, similar to how a CNN
learns from images, as shown in Figure 1c. The CNN also searches for essential elements from $E^K$ for summarization, with the ability to learn absolute positions. Based on [4, 16, 21], CNN imbues representations with positional information so that CSTA can encode the locations of significant attributes from frame features for summarization.

We make the shape of attention maps the same as that of input features to aggregate attention maps with input features. This study leverages two strategies for equal scale: deploying the adaptive pooling operation and using the same CNN model (GoogleNet [35]) in the Embedding Process and Attention Module. Pooling layers reduce the scale of features in the CNN; therefore, the size of outputs from the CNN is changed from $E^K \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times (T+1) \times D}$ to $E^C_{CNN} \in \mathbb{R}^{D \times \frac{T+1}{r} \times D}$, where $r$ is the reduction ratio.

To expand diverse lengths of frame representations, we exploit adaptive pooling layers to adjust the shape of features by bilinear interpolation. Furthermore, the number of output channels from the learnable CNN equals the dimension of frame features from the fixed CNN because of the same CNN models. The output from adaptive pooling is $E^K_{pool} \in \mathbb{R}^{D \times (T+1) \times 1}$.

As suggested in [14], this study uses a skip connection:

$$P = \text{LayerNorm}(E^K_{pool} + E^K[0])$$

where the output is $P \in \mathbb{R}^{D \times (T+1)}$, followed by layer normalization [3]. A skip connection supports more precise attention and stable training in CSTA. As same with $E^V$, explained in Algorithm 1 (Line 3), we only use the single frame feature of $E^K$ and ignore repetitions of frame features.

The size of $P$ is equal to the size of frame features with $(T+1) \times D$; therefore, each value of $P$ has the spatiotemporal importance of frame features. By combining $P$ with frame features, the CSTA reflects the sequential and visual significance of frames. After supplementing the positional encodings, $P_{pos}$ will be used as inputs for the Mixing Module.

### 3.5. Mixing Module

In the Mixing Module (Figure 3), we employ softmax along the time and dimension axes to compute the temporal and visual weighted values of $P_{pos}$:

$$\text{Att}_T : \sigma(d_j) = \frac{e^{d_j}}{\sum_j e^{d_j}} \quad j = 1, ..., T + 1$$

$$\text{Att}_D : \sigma(d_k) = \frac{e^{d_k}}{\sum_k e^{d_k}} \quad k = 1, ..., D$$

where $\text{Att}_T$ is the temporal importance, and $\text{Att}_D$ is the visual importance. Equation (4) calculates the weighted values between $T + 1$ frames, including the CLS token, in the same dimension. Equation (5) computes the weighted values between different dimensions in the same frame. $\text{Att}_D$ represents the spatial importance because each value of the dimension from features includes visual characteristics by CNN, processing image patterns, and producing informative vectors.

After acquiring weighted values, a dropout is employed for these values before integrating them with $E^V$. The dropout erases parts of features by setting 0 values for better generalization; it also works for attention, as shown in [1, 38]. If a dropout is applied to inputs as in the original attention [38], the CNN cannot learn contexts from 0 values, unlike self-attention, because the dropout spoils the local contexts of deleted parts. Therefore, we follow [1] by applying the dropout to the output of the softmax operations for generalization.

After dropout, the CSTA combines the spatial and temporal importance with the frame features:

$$M = \text{Att}_T \odot E^V + \text{Att}_D \odot E^V$$

where $\odot$ is the element-wise multiplication, and $M \in \mathbb{R}^{(T+1) \times D}$ is the mixed representations. CSTA reflects weighted values into frame features by blending $\text{Att}_T$ and $\text{Att}_D$ with $E^V$ by element-wise multiplication. Incorporating visual and sequential attention values by addition encompasses spatiotemporal importance at the same time.

Subsequently, to integrate the CLS token with frame features, adaptive pooling transforms $M \in \mathbb{R}^{(T+1) \times D}$ into $M' \in \mathbb{R}^{T \times D}$ by average. Unlike STVT [15], in which linear layers are used to merge the CLS token with constant numbers of frames, CSTA uses adaptive pooling to cope with various lengths of videos. Adaptive pooling fuses the CLS token with a few frames; however, it intensifies our model owing to the generalization of the classifier, which consists of fully connected layers. $M'$ from adaptive pooling enters into the classifier computing importance scores of frames.

### 3.6. Classifier

Based on the output of the adaptive pooling, the classifier exports the importance scores. We follow [1, 7, 13] to construct the structure of the classifier as follows:

$$R = \text{LayerNorm}(\text{Dropout}(\text{ReLU}(\text{FC}(M'))))$$

$$S = \text{Sigmoid}(\text{FC}(R))$$

where $R \in \mathbb{R}^{T \times D}$ is derived after $M'$ passes through a fully connected layer, relu, dropout, and layer normalization. Another fully connected layer maps the representation.
of each frame into single values, and the sigmoid computes scores \( S \in \mathbb{R}^T \).

We train CSTA by comparing predicted and ground truth scores. For the loss function, we use the mean squared loss as follows:

\[
\text{Loss} = \frac{1}{T} \sum (S_p - S_g)^2
\]

(9)

where \( S_p \) is the predicted score, and \( S_g \) is the ground truth score.

The CSTA creates summary videos based on shots that KTS [31] derives. It computes the average importance scores of shots into which KTS splits videos [42]. The summary videos consist of shots with two constraints:

\[
\max \sum S_i
\]

(10)

\[
\sum \text{Length}_i \leq 15\%
\]

(11)

where \( i \) is the index of selected shots. \( S_i \in [0, 1] \) is the importance score of the \( i \)th shot between 0 and 1, and \( \text{Length}_i \) is the percentage of the length of the \( i \)th shot in the original videos. Our model picks shots with high scores by exploiting the 0/1 knapsack algorithm as in [34]. Following [12], summary videos have a length limit of 15% of the original videos.

4. Experiments

4.1. Settings

**Evaluation Methods.** We evaluate CSTA using Kendall’s (\( \tau \)) [22] and Spearman’s (\( \rho \)) [49] coefficients. Both metrics are rank-based correlation coefficients that are used to measure the similarities between model-estimated and ground truth scores. The F1 score is the most commonly used metric in video summarization; however, it has a significant drawback when used to evaluate summary videos. Based on [30, 37], due to the limitation of the summary length, the F1 score is evaluated to be higher if models choose as many short shots as possible and ignore long key shots. This fact implies that the F1 score might not represent the correct performance in video summarization. A detailed explanation of how to measure correlations is provided in Appendix A.1.

**Datasets.** This study utilizes two standard video summarization datasets - SumMe [12] and TVSum [34]. SumMe consists of videos with different contents (e.g., holidays, events, sports) and various types of camera angles (e.g., static, egocentric, or moving cameras). The videos are raw or edited public ones with lengths of 1-6 minutes. At least 15 people create ground truth summary videos for all data, and the models predict the average number of selections by people for every frame. TVSum comprises 50 videos from 10 genres (e.g., documentaries, news, vlogs). The videos are 2-10 minutes long, and 20 people annotated the ground truth for each video. The ground truth is a shot-level importance score ranging from 1 to 5, and models try to estimate the average shot-level scores.

**Implementation details** are explained in Appendix A.2.

4.2. Verification of Attention Maps being Created using CNN

Previous studies on video summarization have yet to apply 2D CNN directly to frame features. Therefore, we verify that CNN can create attention maps from frame features. We choose MobileNet-V2 [33], EfficientNet-B0 [36], GoogleNet [35], and ResNet-18 [14] as CNN models since we focus on limited computation costs. This study applies CNN models to frame features and trains them to compute the frame-level importance scores without the classifier. The CNN directly exports \( T \) scores by inputting its output features into the adaptive pooling layer with a target shape \( T \times 1 \). As the importance score of each frame is be-
### 4.3. Performance Comparison

We compare CSTA with existing state-of-the-art methods on SumMe and TVSum. The results in Table 1 show that CSTA achieves the best performance on SumMe and the second-best score on TVSum based on the average rank. DMASum [39] shows the best performance on TVSum but does not perform well on SumMe, as indicated in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>SumMe Rank</th>
<th>TVSum Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>- 0.000</td>
<td>- 0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>- 0.205</td>
<td>- 0.177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dpplLSTM [42]</td>
<td>15 0.040</td>
<td>22 0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA[C] [59]</td>
<td>12.5 0.063</td>
<td>21 0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSA-RNN [45]</td>
<td>11.5 0.064</td>
<td>19.5 0.082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAN [37] ST</td>
<td>- -</td>
<td>19.5 0.071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STVT [15] ST</td>
<td>- -</td>
<td>15.5 0.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSNet-AF [47] T</td>
<td>16 0.037</td>
<td>13.5 0.113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSNet-AB [47] T</td>
<td>13.5 0.051</td>
<td>15 0.108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMT [46] M</td>
<td>10.5 0.079</td>
<td>17.5 0.096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMMHT [24] T</td>
<td>8.5 0.106</td>
<td>17.5 0.097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIP-It [29] M</td>
<td>- -</td>
<td>13.5 0.108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iT Net [19] +</td>
<td>8.5 0.101</td>
<td>11 0.134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2Summ [13] M</td>
<td>7 0.108</td>
<td>10 0.137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VASNet [7] T</td>
<td>6 0.160</td>
<td>9 0.160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAAM [37] T</td>
<td>- -</td>
<td>6.5 0.169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAAM [37] T</td>
<td>- -</td>
<td>5.5 0.179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSS-Net [43] ST</td>
<td>- -</td>
<td>3 0.190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA Sum [39] ST</td>
<td>11 0.063</td>
<td>1 0.203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR ST-GT [48] ST</td>
<td>2.5 0.211</td>
<td>7.5 0.162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSVA [9] M</td>
<td>3.5 0.200</td>
<td>5.5 0.190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSP [25] M</td>
<td>3 0.192</td>
<td>4.5 0.181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GoogleNet [35] ST</td>
<td>5 0.176</td>
<td>11.5 0.129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSTA ST</td>
<td>1 0.246</td>
<td>2* 0.194*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison between CSTA and state-of-the-art on SumMe and TVSum. Rank is the average rank between Kendall’s (τ) and Spearman’s (ρ) coefficients. The scores marked in bold and by the asterisk are the best and second-best ones, respectively. GoogleNet is the baseline model. Note that all feature extraction models are CNNs for a fair comparison.

DMASum has τ and ρ coefficients of 0.203 and 0.267 on TVSum, respectively, whereas 0.063 and 0.089 on SumMe, respectively. This implies that CSTA provides more stable performances than DMASum, although it provides slightly lower performance than DMASum on TVSum. Based on the overall performance of both datasets, our CSTA has achieved state-of-the-art results.

Further, CSTA excels in video summarization models relying on classical pairwise attention [7, 8, 24, 37, 47], focusing on temporal attention only. This clarifies that considering the visual dependency helps CSTA understand crucial moments by capturing meaningful visual contexts. Like CSTA, some approaches, including DMASum, focus on spatial and temporal dependency [15, 27, 43, 48], but they perform poorly compared to our proposed methodology. This is because CNN is much more helpful than previous methods by using the ability to learn the absolute position in frame features.

CSTA also outperforms methods that require additional datasets from other modalities or tasks [9, 13, 19, 25, 29, 46]. Our observations suggest that CSTA can find essential moments in videos solely based on images without assistance from extra data. We also show the visualization of generated summary videos from different models in Appendix B.

### 4.4. Ablation Study

This study verifies all components step-by-step, as indicated in Table 2. We deploy an attention structure with GoogleNet and a classifier for temporal dependency, denoted as the (+) Attention Module. With the assistance of the weighted values from CNN, there is a 0.008 increment on SumMe and at least 0.047 on TVSum, showing the power of CNN as attention. (+) Attention Module is the result obtained using softmax along the time and dimension axis to reflect the spatiotemporal importance. The improvement from 0.005 to 0.009 in both datasets suggests that considering the spatial importance is meaningful. The Key and Value Embeddings strengthen CSTA as a linear projection based
on [38]. Although the (+)Positional Encoding reveals a small performance drop of 0.004 for $\tau$ coefficient and 0.005 for $\rho$ coefficient on TVSum, the performance increases significantly from 0.207 to 0.225 for $\tau$ coefficient and from 0.231 to 0.251 for $\rho$ coefficient on SumMe. $(+)X_{CLS}$ is the result obtained when utilizing the CLS token. Because this study combines the CLS token with adaptive pooling, the CLS token only affects a few video frames. However, adding the CLS token improves the performance on both datasets because it generalizes the classifier, which contains fully connected layers. We also see the effects of skip connection, denoted by (+)Skip Connection, as suggested by [14]. The skip connection exhibits a similar performance on TVSum and an improvement of about 0.015 on SumMe.

We also tested different CNN models as the baseline in Appendix C, various experiments of detailed construction of our model in Appendix D, and several hyperparameters in Appendix E.

### 4.5. Computation Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>SumMe Rank</th>
<th>SumMe FE</th>
<th>SumMe SP</th>
<th>TVSum Rank</th>
<th>TVSum FE</th>
<th>TVSum SP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSNet-AB[47]</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>413.03G</td>
<td>1.18G</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>661.83G</td>
<td>1.90G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VJMHT[24]</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>413.03G</td>
<td>1.29G</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>661.83G</td>
<td>2.07G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VASNet[7]</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>413.03G</td>
<td>18.21G</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>661.83G</td>
<td>28.25G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-STG[48]</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>413.03G</td>
<td>1.43G</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>661.83G</td>
<td>2.30G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VASNet[7]</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>413.26T</td>
<td>3.63G</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>22.06T</td>
<td>5.81G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPPVS[25]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>413.49G</td>
<td>20.72G</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>662.46G</td>
<td>44.22G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSTA[?]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>413.03G</td>
<td>9.78G</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>661.83G</td>
<td>15.73G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Comparison of MACs between video summarization models. Rank is the average rank between Kendall’s and Spearman’s coefficients in Table 1. $FE$ is the MACs during feature extraction, and $SP$ is that during score predictions. We categorize models as temporal attention-based ($T$), spatiotemporal ($ST$) attention-based, and multi-modal based ($M$) models.

In this paper, we analyze the computation burdens of video summarization models, focusing on the feature extraction and score prediction steps. The standard procedure for creating summary videos comprises feature extraction, score prediction, and key-shot selection. Feature extraction is a necessary step in converting frames into features using pre-trained models so that video summarization models can take frames of videos as inputs. Score prediction is the step in which video summarization models infer the importance score for videos. Existing studies generally use the same key-shot selection process based on the knapsack algorithm to determine important video segments, so we ignore computations of key-shot selection.

Table 3 displays MACs measurements and compares the computation resources during the inference per video. CSTA performs best with relatively fewer MACs than the other video summarization models. Based on the average rank from Table 1, more computational costs or supplemental data from other modalities is inevitable for better video summarization performance. Unlike previous approaches, CSTA exhibits high performance with fewer computational resources by exploiting CNN as a sliding window.

We find that our model is more efficient than previous ones when considering spatiotemporal contexts. RR-STG [48] shows much fewer MACs than CSTA during score predictions; however, it shows exceptionally more MACs during feature extraction than others. RR-STG utilizes feature extraction steps for visual relationships by inputting each frame into the object detection model [32], thereby, relying heavily on the pre-processing steps. While summarizing the new videos, RR-STG needs significant time to get spatial associations even though the score prediction takes less time. Other methods [15, 27, 39, 43] design two modules to reflect spatial and temporal dependency, respectively, as shown in Figure 1a and Figure 1b. These approaches become costly when processing numerous frames in long videos for video summarization. CSTA effectively captures spatiotemporal importance in one way using CNN, as illustrated in Figure 1c. Thus, our proposed method shows superior performance by focusing on temporal and visual importance.

### 5. Conclusion

This study addresses the problem of attention in video summarization. The existing pairwise attention-based video summarization mechanisms fail to account for visual dependencies, and prior research addressing this issue involves significant computational demands. To deal with the same problem efficiently, we propose CSTA, in which a CNN’s ability is used for video summarization for the first time. We also verify that the CNN works on frame features and creates attention maps. The strength of the CNN allows CSTA to achieve state-of-the-art results based on the overall performance of two popular benchmark datasets with fewer MACs than before. Our proposed model even outperforms multi-modal or external dataset-based models without additional data. For future work, we suggest further exploring how CNN affects video representations by tailoring frame feature-specific CNN models or training feature-extraction and attention-based CNN models. We believe this study can encourage follow-up research on video summarization and other video-related deep-learning studies.
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